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“That’s what | do — and my digestion
goes along O.K.,” says Glenn Hardin,
world’s champion hurdler

“VM A GREAT BELIEVER in the way Camels help
to ease strain and tension,” says Glenn, one of
America’s great athletes. ‘‘It’s no wonder Camels

are the favorite cigarette of athletes. Take my own
case. It wouldn’t do me much good to eat and
not digest properly. So I smoke Camels with my
meals and after. Camels give me an invigorating
‘lift.’ And you'll notice, the same as I do,

that Camels don’t get on your nerves.’’ Camels
set you right! Choose Camels for steady smoking.

A feeling of well-being comes after a good
meal...and plenty of Camels
OR that luxurious feeling of ease so worth-while at mealPoa tes up a Camel. Fatigue and irritability begin to
fade away. The flow of digestive fluids—a/kaline digestive
fluids
—speeds up. You get in the right mood to enjoy eating. Camels at mealtime and afterwards help to keep digestion on its proper course. You'll welcome Camels between
meals too! They are milder—better for steady smoking.

MRS. ANTHONY J. DREXEL
3rd, of the famous Phila-

Camels are made from finer,

delphia family, has won
international recognition
for her charm and grace
as a hostess. “Camels are
a bright spot in my entertaining,” she says. “I think

MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS

a meal is not complete

without them. And Camels
are so mild—so gentle on

... Turkish and Domestic...
than any other popular brand

my throat that I smoke
TURKISH & DOMESTIC

BLEND
Venn

Copyright, 1937, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina

as many as I like. They
never get on my nerves.”
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GOOD HEALTH
BAKE SHOP

HUGO A. DEIS
Distributor of

Daily Delivery Service

WOODEN SHOE and BURGER BEERS

Complete Line of

117 Clover Street, at Cold Storage
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KOORS “29”

L. M. PRINCE CO.
Opticians

Always with the Boys
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CARL B. KOORS

ARCHIE SHERER COMPANY
OFFICE FURNITURE - WOOD & STEEL
SAFES - STEEL SHELVING - LOCKERS
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STADIUM LUNCH
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THE M. HOMMEL WINECOMPANY
SANDUSKY, OHIO
CHAMPAGNES AND SPARKLING BURGUNDYS
Guaranteed Naturally Fermented in the Bottle
A FULL LINE OF SWEET AND DRY WINES
The Most Complete List of Rare Varieties in America. Sold Everywhere: 1
se

a

Dayton’s Premier Brews

NICK THOMAS
Preferred BEERS

LONDON BOBBY ALE
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BOOST AND DRIVE
Two years ago the fortunes of our university
were given a decided impetus by the staging
of a huge carnival known as the June Jamboree,
from which all proceeds were given directly to
this institution. Under the encouragement of
the great success enjoyed in this initial attempt

a duplicate affair was conducted last year upon
a much more extensive scale of entertainment,
resulting in more complete fruition of efforts.

Responsible for both the idea and its execution
was the Dayton Boosters, Inc., a small group of
men whose common interest was and is the
furthering of the interests of our University.

No. 4

TAKING STOCK
The issuance of the third report card of the
school year heralds the culmination of scholastic activities at the university for 1936-37, and,
with the prospect of a final report looming in
the near future, the general tendency of the
student body is one toward retrospection. With
scholastic grades as the major criterion, individual classifications of successful, mediocre,
or disappointing are attached to the past ninemonth period. But we wonder just what enters
into these judgments of the amount of success
gleaned from two semesters of university life.
Not a few college men and women are very

For the third consecutive year this organization is undertaking this now-annual enterprise;
once again they are bucking the line for our
Alma Mater. There is no doubt about it—we are
certainly getting all the boosting we need. Our

prime essential now is DRIVE—the release of
effort from within! The power is there—all
we must do is turn it loose in a common, concentrated ‘“‘putsch.” Taking our co-operation
for granted (as it should be) this absolutely
unselfish band of Boosters has set the student
quota of sales at a total of one thousand books,
or two per person—a mere trifle in the face of
a determined, goal-hungry campaign.
And
when it is so certainly assured that the full
benefit of all activity in this direction will
rest solely upon the university, there should
be no hesitation on our part to show that, while
we do appreciate such a BOOST as this, we yet

prone to estimate the value of university work
strictly along the lines of A’s, B’s, C’s, or D’s,
with no consideration whatsoever of extracurricular activity. Just to what extent this
factor enters into a college education is a matter of dispute; naturally, there are exponents
of extremes on either side of the issue. But we
believe it should be generally recognized that
a modicum of effort on the campus outside of
class work is desirable, and that the energy
thus expended is very definitely in the direction
of a more successful college education. Social
contacts, organization work, self-developmental

activity, are all major factors in anyone’s
vocation—are all building blocks of individual
careers. With this in mind let use look back
once more, and re-appraise the past year—

perhaps it has taken on a different aspect—for
the better, we hope..

have a DRIVE of our own that will serve to
carry us far beyond our intended goal.
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I Thank You, No!
@ By John McCluskey

This article is a delightful adventure
into French literature, and it should give
the readers of the Exponent a great
deal of pleasure. After reading the
article you will probably look for a copy
of “Cyrano de Bergerac” in the University Library.

of Edmund Rostand’s glorious
Lo
“Cyrano de Bergerac” will draw their

swords and cry “Have at him” at the presump-

tuous critic who recently stigmatized the immortal piece “a gossamer wisp of comedy and
The
tragedy, grown cobwebby with use.”
offensive comment was occasioned by Walter

Hampden’s announcement last year that he

had doffed forever Cyrano’s white plume after
one thousand performances during thirteen
years of the longest role in present-day drama.
But another critic (the wish is father to the
thought that he’s a superior one) restores our

equilibrium when he laments Hampden’s de-

cision, calling the play “a lyric drama, a creation of indisputable genius, though founded in
facts and legends concerning the real Cyrano.
It is an institution, not a mere characterization.”

The masterpiece is perhaps unsuited to the
modern mind, but like his illustrious model,
Rostand wrote “not of an age but for all time.”
He owes nothing to Ibsen’s drama of ideas; he
wrote no Problem nor Purpose plays. Cyrano
had strictly personal ideas; he was no philosopher, no social debunker, nor would he have
approved the political propagandists who have
seized the modern stage for their own. But he
hated compromise, lies, lip service—he was a
soldier but none the less a poet who could say:

Shall one’s skin first grow dirty at the knees?
One’s back grow hooped, bending with fatal
ease?
Cyrano de Bergerac was first presented at
Paris in 1897 with the famous Coquelin, for

whom the play was written, in the title role.
Coquelin had been enchanted, as was Sarah
Bernhardt, with an earlier play of Rostand.
He offered to cancel all engagements and appear at any time in any role that Rostand would
create for him. Coming across an old volume
of the works of Cyrano de Bergerac, erratic
genius of the seventeenth century, Rostand saw

dramatic possibilities in the poet, swordsman,
and musician whose nose ‘‘marched on before
him by a quarter of an hour,” and who resented
so fiercely the least reference to his grotesque
proboscis that
“Two men who whined were killed as dead as
Moses,
They made him angry talking through their
noses.”’
Despite the great difficulties in direction, the
contrast in the play between extreme ugliness
and greatness of soul is so effective that the
play was an instantaneous and prodigious success in Paris. Coquelin came to New York with

it the next year to remain for 540 performances.
Richard Mansfield played Cyrano in 1898 near-

ly 400 times. Witnesses to both performances
say that Mansfield acted Cyrano better than
the French actor, but Coquelin walked on the
stage and was Cyrano; nothing else mattered.
A recent critic’s opinion is that Hampden in the
role is “infinitely better equipped in physique,
voice and temperament” than Mansfield.

Ah, how could you suppose
I would let a tear roll down this length of nose!
Never will I so long as I am master,

Cyrano was translated into Russian, German
and other tongues, but of the early versions in
English that appeared, none conveyed the
music and picturesqueness of the French poet’s

Let beauty so divine meet such disaster.

Alexandrine couplets. After the absence of

If intolerant and arrogant, at least he was a
man who said, “I thank you, no!” to the grovel-

ing meanness of a servile world:
Crawl on your belly till it’s thin? And pray,
Page four

Cyrano from our stage for two decades, Clayton Hamilton asked Walter Hampden in 1923
to revive it in English. Hampden was more than
willing—but only if a good translation could
be found. At Hamilton’s request, Brian Hooker
translated the five-act drama into blank verse.

This is the version used by Hampden for the
past thirteen years. Hooker’s translation is
fairly literal, but prosaic; it gives but a blurred
reflection of the romantic ardor and impetuous
grace of Rostand’s French. Henderson Dainger-

field Norman’s translation in verse is far better
reading. It is almost as literal, too, although its
rhyming couplets might not appeal to American
audiences. The sense of Rostand’s

“Car
Je me les sers moi-méme avec assez de verve,
Mais je ne permets pas qu ’un autre me les
serve.”
is certainly conveyed just as well by

Of darkness, your enchanted sword, your ring
To charm the fairy Princess.”’
Born at Marseilles in 1868, Edmond Rostand
spent his boyhood in sunny Provence. At Stanislas College in Paris, conducted by the Society
of Mary, he received his education. Delicate,

refined, wealthy, he possessed a retiring disposition and an artistic temperatment. As a boy
he loved to compose dramatic lines in leisure
moments; even the scraps of carpet used as

kneeling pads by the Brothers at Stanislas provided inspiration for a poem, relished greatly
by the faculty.

Rostand’s first play, a one-act farce, at“For I may joke,
Jest, as my mood or mockery may nerve me,—
But as I serve myself let no man serve me,”
and it is less clumsy than
“For I say these things
Lightly enough myself, about myself
But I allow none else to utter them.”

In

the

duellist’s

ballad,

Hooker’s

tracted little attention. His first play in verse
was “Les Pierrets,” 1809. ‘‘La Princesse Loin-

taine’”’ was the drama which in 1894 appealed
to Bernhardt and Coquelin because of the
beauty of its lines. ‘‘Les Romanesques” is an
echo of Romeo and Juliet. “La Samaritaine,”’
a sacred drama in verse, is based on the Gospel
story of the woman of Samaria. “L’Aiglon,” six
acts in verse, concerns the son of Napoleon I.

English

In 1902, Rostand was elected to the French

plods along lifelessly. He renders, “Qu’a la fin
de l’envoi je touche!” by “Then as I end the
refrain, thrust home!”’ whereas Norman makes
Cyrano cry, “At the envoy’s end I touch!”

Academy. “Chantecler,” written for Coquelin,

Cyrano’s famed summary of his life becomes
pedestrian English in

who died before its completion, was not a
success although the use of barnyard fowls
as dramatis personae was original and effective. “The Last Night of Don Juan,” a brilliant
dramatic satire, remained unfinished at Ros-

tand’s death in 1918.
“While I stood in the darkness underneath,

Others climbed up to win the applause—the
kiss.”

Norman is more faithful to the text and lyrical
as well:
“T, telling in the dark my yearning story,
While others climb to take the kiss of glory.”’
For
x

“Tu marcherais, j’irai dans l’ombre a ton codté;
Je serai ton esprit, tu seras ma beauté,”
Norman’s couplet

Just previous to Rostand there had been a
great deal of intellectual commercialism in
French letters. Science and philosophy, analysis

and criticism supplanted the heroic stuff of
Corneille. Rostand’s dramatic genius revived

the true French spirit and restored the drama
to its poetic channels. Historians of seventeenthcentury French literature observe that Rostand
in Cyrano de Bergerac reproduces accurately
the whole spirit of that century. The works and
even the vocabulary of the real Cyrano have
been drawn upon and incorporated in the play.
Although Cyrano is the perfect hero in whom
are blended the spirit of the poet with the
courage and ability of the swordsman, most of

the incidents in the play are true.
“Thou’lt walk and in the shadowI will press:

I’ll be thy wit, and thou, my comeliness’”’
is again a happier inspiration than

Cyrano de Bergerac was a reckless duellist
who lived from 1619 to 1655. His biographer,
Le Bret, relates that he killed more than ten

persons on account of his nose. After the seige
I’ll be your cloak

of Arras, he devoted himself to literature and
Page five

physics. Le Bret praises his unselfishness,chastity, and sobriety. Many details in Act III of
Rostand’s play are taken from Cyrano’s “Story
of the Moon.” That and the “Story of the Sun”
contain original satire, the kind imitated by,

Poe and Jules Verne; Swift may have been
indebted to Cyrano for “Gulliver’s Travels.”
Le Bret vouches for the veracity of the episode
in which Cyrano overcame a hundred men at

once.

Rostand’s masterpiece is familiar to most
intelligent readers of poetry and drama; many
proclaim him the greatest dramatic genius of
the nineteenth century. Not long ago the play

was presented in Japanese dress at the Imperial
Theater in Tokyo, Roxane played by a male
according to the ancient Oriental stage tradition. During its long run, the house was packed
nightly. No, Cyrano is not for the modern mind
—it is for the eternal in mind and soul.

ALPHA SIGMA TAU
By Ambrose Nakao
Let our voices swell the song
That will live and echo long

In our hearts that come today
Triple reverence to pay.
Let our voices swell the strain!

Time may fly and life may wane
But our hearts shall then as now
Cleave to Alpha Sigma Tau.

Alpha—tTruth shall be our life;
For its noble cause and strife

We will die, nor ever bend;
Truth will conquer in the end.

Bold deception holds its sway
O’er the minds of men today;
Fight it we must till the world
Sees the flag of Truth unfurled.

Sigma—Wisdom be our goal,
Wisdom that is true and whole:
True because it teaches man
Higher, nobler things to scan
Than the false delights of earth;
Whole because it shows man’s worth,
Not as tyrants gorged with blood,
But as children of their God.
Tau—So let our hearts be stirred
When we speak this sacred word.
Honor is our very breath:
To sustain its loss is death.
Honor shuns the ways of sin,
Virtue’s crown it seeks to win.
Honor purges ev’ery thought,
Ev’ry action that is wrought.
(This poem was written by the author for the Alpha
Sigma Tau honor society of the University of Dayton
and the music for the words was composed by the Rev.
Dr. Francis J. Friedel, S.M., the moderator of the society.)

Gee, Man
® By Benjamin P. Mauborgne

A Story To End All G-Men Stories.

AVE you ever encountered a G-Man face
to face in real life? If you are not interested in G-Men then you may rest assured
that this story was written for you. If you are
interested in G-Men, and have even secretly
entertained the idea that you would like to be

one, then read this and profit by the experiences
which I underwent while trying to become one
of these master sleuths.
At one time I aspired to become a G-Man. I

Imagine chasing a man like Dillinger! The
idea scared me, but then I knew, or rather, I
hoped, that I would never be good enough to
corner such a criminal. After all, hadn’t it taken
four or five G-Men to bring Dillinger to justice?
They couldn’t expect me to do a job like that
single-handed. Besides, Dillinger was dead.
It would be great to shoot down the lesser
criminals as they emerged from theaters and

places. My kindled imagination ran wild.
I completed two detective correspondence.
courses, and six months later, when I
myself qualified to become a G-Man, I
the Department of Justice, asking
needed any extra G-Men. I mentioned

believed
wrote to
if they
the fact

was on relief when the desire first took posses-

that as a small child I had been quite adept at

sion of me; the work was hard, and I was not
satisfied with my social standing. From what
I had read of the G-Men, and seen of them in
the Pathe News, I gathered that they must
draw a fair salary, and certainly enjoy an

the art of Easter-egg hunting, and that I considered Dillinger to be just another yegg. I
also stated that to my knowledge I had never

unique social position. As a G-Man I would be

About a week later I received a letter from
the Department of Justice, instructing me to

a rare type of social lion indeed, for I had never
actually seen one, and I doubted very much that

anyone else had ever seen one, with the possible exception of Dillinger.
I must confess, gentle reader, that from the

start it was my candid opinion that there was
no such thing as a G-Man.I didn’t want to be a
nobody since I was already that, so I secured
literature, in the form of cheap crime magazines, with a view to obtaining information per-

failed to find a collar button when I dropped it.

forward my fingerprints. I wrote back and told

them that I was applying for the position of a
G-Man, not a Dillinger. Several days later I
received a very official-looking envelope which

contained another letter from G-Man headquarters, informing me that since the passing
of Dillinger the term “G-Man” had gone out of
use, but that I could become a Y-Man. I was

incensed! How could they put me so far down
the alphabet? I penned a snappy note, asking

taining to the life of my chosen profession. The

if I couldn’t at least be a H-Man. After the

stories I read, however, dealt mostly with Dillinger’s escapades with the G-Men, and they
were written in such a manner as to make me

next exchange of letters we compromised, and
I becamea full-fledged Q-Man.

wonder whether I would rather be a G-Man or

I was happy then, but two years after I received my appointment I began to wonder, out
of curiosity, just what a Q-Man was supposed
to do. Again I wrote the Department of Justice,
asking for instructions and orders. They replied
by saying that since I was the only Q-Man in
existence, I would have to perform some outstanding piece of detective work before they
could give me any orders.

another Dillinger. I flipped a coin and it turned
tails, signifying that I would become a Dillinger. I was not quite satisfied with the outcome, for my emotions, which had swept me
toward the life of a Dillinger, were slowly
recovering from the effect of the “dopes’” who
had represented Dillinger as a hero. I flipped
the coin again, but with the same result. In
desperation I borrowed a two-headed coin from
one of my close friends. That did the trick.

Definitely, I would become a G-Man!

Early the next morning I started out in search

of a criminal, feeling not too confident with
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only a Q-Man’s badge on the inside of my coat.
I wanted to blaze ‘Q-Man” across the front
page of every newspaper in the country. I
don’t know whether I was lucky or unfortunate,
but I discovered a woman doing some shopI
lifting in a downtown department store.
approached her hurriedly, grabbed her by the
arm, and informed her that I was a Q-Man. She

whirled around and said that I probably thought
I was pretty cute, but that if I didn’t let go of her
arm she would call the store detective and
have me jailed as a masher. I couldn’t remember myself whether I had said ‘“Q-Man” or
“cute man.” She was pretty fair looking, and
maybe I had slipped. I felt like telling her to
call the store detective, but then I realized
what a time I’d have trying to prove that I was
a Q-Man, and just what a Q-Man did. This
being a monkey-wrench in the cogs of crime

was not all it was cracked up to be.
I still had to accomplish some outstanding
piece of detective work, so I went to consult the
telephone directory. I looked under the “D’s”
for “Dillinger.’’ Maybe he was still alive. Maybe
the G-Men only thought they killed the real
Dillinger. Or maybe by coincidence another

person with the same name would also be a
crook. There were no “Dillingers” listed in the
phone directory. I was stumped. Here I was, a
Q-Man, and nobody by the name of Dillinger
was even in the town. Maybe Jesse James had
some relatives living. I again fingered the pages
of the directory. Nope, no “James’s” were listed.
I gave it up as a bad job.

I scribbled another epistle to the Department
of Justice (by this time my correspondence had
become almost silly), telling them that my

watch had been stolen, and complaining of
being a Q-Man. They sympathized with me in
their reply, but advised me not to change my
letter since other alphabet men were even losing
their shirts. What did I have to kick about.
Keep up the good work. I decided to remain
a Q-Man just a little longer.
I was awakened the next morning by the
loud ringing of a telephone. I grabbed the
phone and was astonished to hear a voice saying
that this was a Z-Man who was in the lobby
with nothing to do, and would I play a game of
poker with him and some other letter men. I
asked him what a Z-Man was, and he said that
a Z-Man was a retired G-Man. He again asked
me to join him in the lobby. Thinking that if I
played poker I would lose my shirt, I started to
decline; but then I decided that I would rather

lose it playing poker than have it stolen from
me as a Q-Man, so I accepted the invitation.

The upshot of the game was that I lost not
only my shirt but also my badge. I had been too
anxious to win that A-Man’s badge, and I did
not stop to realize that I might lose my own.
Oh, well, maybe the Department of Justice
would change my letter now. I wired them telling them that I had lost my badge, and requesting them to send me another.

Upon returning to my hotel I found that my
watch had been stolen from my room. I summoned the house detective, but he said that he
was not the man for the job; what I needed
was a G-Man. I told him that I was a Q-Man.
He had never heard of a Q-Man. I told him that

It was six years later before I heard again
from the Department of Justice, and when I
did hear, what they had to say was in the form
of a rather nasty post card, saying that they
were forwarding me a Z-Man’s badge. And so,
they had retired me. I’m back on relief now,
and I am quite satisfied. My experience taught
me that you can’t get any where if you don’t

I hadn’t either, and began to cry on his

work.

shoulder. When he left I felt very low. I began
to wonder. Maybe I should have taken that
job as a Y-Man.I certainly wasn’t very successful as a Q-Man, but I still had twenty-four other
chances of being a successful letter man.
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Believe me, buddy; take a tip from a guy
that knows—it’s harder to become a G-Man
than it is to open your combination lock while
wearing a pair of boxing gloves when it is 7:59
and you have an 8:00 o’clock class!

Movie Taxonomy
® By Martin J. Hillenbrand
This article gives the reader a new slant
on motion pictures that probably the
average movie fan did not notice. Martin’s analysis of recent pictures should
cause you to do some serious thinking
about the picture shows that you attend.

FEW years ago after the Legion of
Decency cleanup, Hollywood moguls
cast around for smut’s substitute; and to the
pain of all those with a historical conscience,

the ‘‘past’”’ became the present rage. Costume
pictures became the custom, and if the costumes
and customs weren’t always synchronized, few
minded because few knew the difference. When

Richard

Coeur

de

lLion’s

archers

in

The

Crusades used Italian crossbows that no one

thought of till two hundred years after they
buried Richard, it didn’t matter much. Audiences worried little about what the crusaders
were shooting with, but a whole lot about at
whom they were shooting—which in the scale
of values seemed rational, except for the peril
that shooters and shot-at might become completely irrelevant as long as there was some
shooting.
But recently a more subtle portrayal of error
has crept on the screen, which in its distortion
of truth, its false molding of minds, may be as
ultimately disastrous as the pre-Legion sex
orgies. Of course the critics and examiners
never raise a squawk, for they are mainly

simple, unhistorical persons, thinking that films
can only sin against the sixth commandment,
and never suspecting that they along with fifty
million or so other Americans are being bamboozled and propagandized into sympathy with
an entirely false system of economics, values,
and government.
Now I know that some people still think the
movies are an art, and on the “art for art’s
sake” heresy incapable of anything but aesthetic
transmission. Perhaps they do fall under that
rubbery classification, and Allardyce Nicoll
has written an entire book to prove that not

distinctly for the screen-medium, will pictures

arrive at their potential greatness as works of
art; but whether any particular opus is a magnum opus doesn’t really matter in this issue of
false indoctrination, for few beyond Oscar
Wilde, scattered decadents, Bohemians, and
miscellaneous aesthetes believe absolutely in
art for art’s sake. A movie may be artistic, or
it may not—in either case it can be propagandistic. And with this to our horrible
examples:

Class One—Imperialistic epics which combine “manifest destiny,” “the white man’s
burden,” “Kiplingism,” ‘Good Queen Victoriaism,” etc., into rabid defenses of Britain’s
empire, her methods of getting and administering it. Running the gamut of the last year or
so, my eye lights first on the recent Charge of
the Light Brigade, which cinematographically
swept audiences out of their seats with its
stirring action shots and at the same time
blatantly falsified historical fact, gave natives
and Russians a black eye, and rejuvenated
public opinion for the Empire.

Hurrah for the British! And boo on the Khan!
Hollywood’s anglophilia must amuse even Oxford dons and cheer up worried Stanley Baldwin. As long as generals sit in Bombay with
topographical maps, the Afghanistan border is
safe; there is always a lancer regiment ready

to avenge occasional massacres permitted for
plot purposes and to make the Injun hateful.

If Hollywood flashes only one side of the picture, Americans who don’t know history, see
and feel only one side of the picture; and if you
think that isn’t important, remember what

happened in war time when our public opinion

collapsed before a far less subtle type of British
propaganda. Not that Warners or Paramount,
et al, are reaping subsidies from the Bank of
England—but they are earning them.

Specimen number two under class one struck
me even harder between the eyes. Remember

only is there artistic promise but already artistic

Lives of a Bengal Lancer, which toward the end

achievement. Gilbert Seldes thinks that only

went sentimentally

when scenario writers forget about the classics

throughout interjected lectures on the workings

and history, and begin to turn out stories meant

sobby,

and

at

intervals

of the British system, its nobility, necessity,
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honor and glory. Again the terrible Khan who
simply won’t do the right thing, sit back and
watch the white man take over, civilize his
country. Again the battle and siege wherein

after much doubt and suspense—not real of
course for we all knew how it was going to turn
out in the end—Imperial righteousness wins to
the vindication of honor, truth and manliness.
But nary a word or scene about why those
pestiferous natives just wouldn’t let the white
man assume his burden! Nothing about the exploitation of India’s teeming millions who
_ sweated and slaved that a London merchant
might buy his peerage. Nothing about the millions of pounds in gold drained from India as
interest on unwanted investments. Nothing
about Indian indignation at the invasion of their
mystical land by this, to them, most materialistic
of nations. Only the ignoble savage, and the

noble Englishman.
Class Two—Glorification

of sea

fighting—just as if the most exalted occupation
of rational man were to imitate the brute.

Evidently any movie apotheosizes combat
with a closeup showing ye hero or anyone
classifiable as a “good guy’—opposed to the
“bad guy”—slinging around a gun, bayonetting
enemies like pigs, dueling because someone
accidentally bumps into him—all with smiling
killer instinct and eyes lighted with battle fire,
intimating that the most enjoyable thing in the

world is to kill other people. Add to that cheering crowds; bands; and waving banners, the
flag, falling, saved from falling and raised at
the correct psychological moment in battle;
awarding of medals; and finally the beautiful
lady with love won—and you are not only lying
but making the lie eminently desirable.

Class Four—Films the plots of which revolve
around a basically false scheme of values. Such
was Trans-Atlantic Tunnel, wherein a project

fighting

to build a vast undersea tube connecting Eng-

sagas which carry on the old Elizabethan
tradition of calling a pirate hero. Just like
Queen Bess winked at facts about Drake and
Hawkins, so Hollywood forgot that Captain

land and the United States nears completion.
Built in sections which may be cut off from one

Blood was after all just what his name indicated—a blooming bloody pirate. Of course he

tunnel on the American side; if the vast gates
cutting off the inundated part were closed

was a wronged man and so on; some pretense
had to be cooked up, and author Sabatini has
long adhered to the theory that once a man is
wronged in a novel, readers will forgive him
future murders, revengings and plunderings.
While I doubt that many proletarians, fired for
no reason at all, will heave a retaliatory bomb
at their ex-factory—on the same principle they
could heave ten bombs, one especially at the

hundreds of workers would inevitably drown.

boss. As a moral lesson to the producers, some
former cameraman with a logical mind may
plant some TNT in a studio.

Class Three—Glorification of any kind of
fighting sagas which leave the impression that
the noblest man is the man who enjoys killing
or wounding other men the most. Professional
Soldiers may stand as extreme example of this
type, though the aforementioned pictures also
qualify. Here roams a brute-man whose most
thrilling emotion in life is to be behind a
machine gun riddling other humans. He admits
as much; the picture shows him doing it. But is
he a villian? Even the title indicates not. No,

another in case of structural collapse anywhere

along the line, ocean pressure caves in the

Knowing movie morality anyone can guess that
they drowned. Yet what straight-thinking per-

son will admit that purely material progress
is more important than human lives? Moviemakers do not think straight, and I am afraid
audiences absorbing such truck absorb the
same cock-eyed ethical suppositions. Didn’t
Trans - Atlantic Tunnel get the Legion of
Decency OK?
*

*

a

I wonder just what ultimate effect cinema
influence will exercise on our future history.
Statistical surveys among delinquents relating
to more specific moral failings prove conclusively that bad screen ethics makes for bad

audience ethics. Is it illogical to surmise that
our future conduct as a nation will be any more
self-determined? In gratitude England ought
to begin subsidizing Hollywood, though judging
from a past not particularly marked by gratitude she will probably continue to accept free

propaganda

with

unburdened

conscience
—

while the cinema will continue to grow into the

he saves the throne for a boy king, routs out the

great art we all expect it to be. After all, free

conspirators, and with a very sentimental salute

propaganda for one thing or another seems to

to the monarch goes out, ostensibly to new ad-

be the inevitable fate of the movies. And what

ventures and glory. Interjected throughout are

have the “art for art’s sakeist’”’ got to say to

sapient reflections on the joy of killing and

that?
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The Editor Worries
@ By Elmer Will
You might think that being editor of
the Daytonian is a pleasant task, but
you will probably change your views on
the subject after reading these lamentations of the present editor. Don’t miss
this letter to Tony!

some peculiar notion all of my own that the
editor wrote the pretty rhyming couplets under
the beautiful pictures in the view section. Well,
I wasn’t far wrong at that. I wrote one the
other day but the associate editor picked it up
and said “Good gosh! What goofy freshman

wrote this?” and I was too ashamed to speak
H ELLO TONY!
To you dear April-visage, howdy! It has
been a long time between drinks—since New
Year’s Eve, as a matter of fact. There must be a
special spot in Hades reserved for yearbook
editors. It won’t be hot enough for creatures of
our ilk, we’ve had so much of it already. Understand, light-head—and I don’t mean the
color of your hair—the “we” is not just the

editorial “‘we’’ but is really two persons: the
blithesome light-hearted ‘‘me” you used to consort with before you moved, and the gray-haired
decrepit wreck that I have turned out to be.
Yeah man!

This epistle is an accumulation of invective—
has been piling up for several months. I haven’t
written you in all that time so hang on to your
hat, my long-nosed farmer, and prepare for the
worst. Before I unburden my fevered soul—
do I hear a laugh?—and before I forget it in
the heat of the moment, I’d like to ask you
about your experiences as a Noah. I understand
that the flood got pretty close to you. Did it
carry off all of that anemic cow of yours, or
has your little family circle enlarged again?
Write me, and tell me all about the strange

sights. You surely ought to be able to. I hear
you’re married now.
I think being editor is a great job—that is,
just being editor. The work ain’t so hot, though.

And that puts the whole thing in a nutshell.
You know as well as I do that work is bad for
my feeble constitution. Remember that time we
pitched quoits and I was in bed for a week?

up for my rights and so my literary efforts went
for naught.
And then another thing happened just re-

cently which has helped to raise me a crop of
gray hair and has left me very despondent. I
guess that’s why I’m writing to you. I had let
my hair down to someone. My family just
laughs at me and says why don’t I get it cut.

Anyway, this thing that happened went something like this. I saw a guy taking pictures
around the campus the other day and I walked
up to him and said, “What are you doing ”
And he said sort of surly-like, “Well, if you
gotta know, I’m taking pictures for the annual.
What’s it to you?” I could see I wasn’t going
to make much headway with this guy but I
said, “I’m the editor.” And he said, ‘“You don’t
say?”? And I said, ‘‘Yes.”’

Well, to make a long story short, this guy
that was taking pictures wanted to know what
I wanted. I said that I didn’t think much of the

particular picture he was taking. He said he
didn’t think much of me. And that was that.
So you can see what I’m up against. I’m
really a man without a country like that guy in
the book written by somebody named Hale—
Robinson Crusoe, wasn’t it? I ask a lot of guys
to help me on the annual and they say they
will and they do their jobs better than I ever
could and I wander around looking worried and
wondering who’s got the ball. Whadya mean,
that’s natural?

Of course the doctor said it was mumps but you
know very well that it was a pure case of

They appointed me editor last October and

overwork.

I cleaned out a chubby-hole in the filing cabi-

You may recall that I had been hoping to get
that Daytonian editor’s job ever since I was

thing that passed for a typewriter that nobody
else wanted—I also tried smoking a cigar, but

a freshman. Well, I asked for it. I got it, but
I didn’t know what I was getting into. I had

—and then I informed the world at large that

net, got myself a desk and a chair and some-

I soon stopped that; I decided it cost too much
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I was ready to talk to and meet people in my
official capacity.
Boy, addle-wit, I met plenty of people but I
didn’t do much talking. Most the people I met
were salesmen and before the first of a long

line of such persons finished with his first sales

argument, I realized just how much I didn’t

know about an annual. It is from that day that

I first date my failing health.
Salespeople seem to come in groups and the
first bunch I encountered were engraving representatives. They’re the people that help you
with the layout of your book, in addition to
making your cuts. You’d be surprised to see
the difference between the first feeble attempt
and the completed dummy. (Dummy is the
technical jargon for hen scratches you put on
paper to indicate how the pages will look after

they are printed. That is, if you can identify
the pencil marks after you make ’em). Mind

you, numb-skull, I don’t say that this completed
version is hot stuff, but there’s improvement
;
there.
After I had talked with several of this particular species of the homo genus I thought
that I had a pretty good working knowledge of
what I had to do. I had my feet on the ground,
I thought. My, life is just full of surprises, isn’t
it?
Man, they sarted to flock around in droves.
Printers, paper men, binders, cover salesmen,
type men, photographers, and circulars galore.
If I would lay all these salesmen end to end
and cover them all with all the literature, it
would probably be a good way of getting rid of
them.

The chief difficulty right now is the weather.
I’ll be getting just like you pretty soon, hickville,casting a weather eye at the sky and

wondering whether the crops will stand this
next storm. I had to laugh the first time we
took group pictures, the photographer and I.
We lined the students up on the steps when the
temperature was hovering around the—well,
anyway, it was too cold for comfort—and
snapped the pictures. The expression on some
of those faces was enough to ruin Buster
Keaton. I would have laughed out loud only I
was cold, too.

That engraving representative is a thorn in
a guy’s side, also. He has cultivated the habit
of dropping in at the wrong moments to check
up on my work. Only he usually says, what

work? He drops in on us in the afternoon and
we work until the wee hours of the morning.
The last time I got to bed about 3 a. m. and
thought I was lucky.

It’d be funny if I weren’t so anxious to get
this book published. That night the engraver
was trying to explain something about proportions of photographs—how big a photo should
be so as to reduce to a size that will fit the

space provided in the layout, or should he
change it. Do you follow me, nimble-nut? Yeah,
that’s what I said, too. Finally an engineer

dropped in with his slide rule and we pressed
him into service. Now I gotta see that he doesn’t
flunk out of school or I’m sunk.
And that’s the way things stand now, dimwit.

If I could only tell which way was up, I’d feel
more secure. Why, if you had ears and could
fly, I’d be glad to wave you good-bye.
Now look at that. I rhyme now even when

It wasn’t until the latter part of October that
I was appointed editor. Around about Christ-

I talk and write. Son, I tell you something has

mas I had a pretty good idea of what I had
gotten into. By April I hope to have all the
work finished and by June will be found in the
booby-hatch, s’help me.

I did it. Whadya mean, whoopee.
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got to be done. Did you hear that shot? Well,
So long, rattle noodle,

ELM.

Vacation School,

Mountain Style
@ By Walter Steffen
The mountainous sections of the South
have a romantic appeal for many American readers. Walter takes us right into
the heart of this romantic section and
narrates his experiences in a mountain
vacation school.

S IMPLY the offer of a trip to the mountains
of East Tennessee is a big temptation, the
chance to teach school in those mountains is
even more alluring, and to climax it all, when
one is offered the opportunity to make the trip
with the Bishop of the Nashville diocese, one
simply can’t resist. So it was that I told our
pastor I’d gladly go to Harriman, Tennessee,
one Saturday afternoon last summer when he
called and asked if I’d like to go with the then
newly installed Bishop of Nashville, the Most
Reverend William L. Adrian. I had only twenty
minutes in which to wash, change clothes, and

pack, but after enlisting the aid of everyone in
the house I finally managed to be ready to

leave at the appointed time.
We went east from Nashville, climbing up

from the fairly level central portion of Tennessee onto the Cumberland Plateau. Natural
beauties abound in East Tennessee—the farm
houses nestled in the valleys between the ver-

dant hills recalled to the Bishop homes he had

and as a result he has become quite expert at
driving those curvy roads of East Tennessee at
a good rate as we learned later.

That Saturday night I finally learned definitely just what the trip was about and why I
had been asked to come to Harriman. I was to
take the place of one of the seminarians then
teaching in the summer vacation school conducted annually by Father Murray for the
Catholic children in his area who did not have
an opportunity to attend a full-time Catholic
school. The two seminarians who were to continue teaching were Bill Barclay and Bill Nelson, both of Memphis. I was to substitute for
Leo Baldinger, from Nashville, the brother of
one of my high school classmates, who had to

return home because of sickness in his family.
On Sunday morning the Most Reverend
Bishop preached at Father Murray’s 18:15
o’clock mass in Harriman, and again when he
himself said mass at 11:00 o’clock at Deer
Lodge, Tennessee (thirty-fives miles north of
Harriman). During both masses one could not
fail to notice the sublimity of the Catholic
religious service—the lively faith of those good
people, the interest they showed in the practice
of their religion, their prayerful attitude, all
made for a most impressive occasion.

It was in Deer Lodge that the school was to

seen in the mountains of Switzerland.

open the next day. During the previous two
weeks it had been conducted at Harriman with

Just a little past dusk we pulled into the
drive beside the Blessed Sacrament rectory in
Harriman, the headquarters of Rev. Christopher
P. Murray. (Father Murray, incidentally, was
formerly a U. D. student, so we later had a

the seminarians making two daily trips to

spirited discussion as to the relative merits of
certain U. D. profs).
Father Murray has several parishes to care

Dayton, Tennessee (a little town some forty
miles from Harriman), to bring to school and
to take home students living in that city, famed
for its “monkey trial,’’ when William Jennings
Bryan and Clarence Darrow staged their longto-be-remembered quarrel over evolution.

Nearly every Sunday he says two

The thirty-two Catholic children attending
school at Deer Lodge ranged in age from seven
to sixteen years. Most of them were of Polish

masses in cities often as far as forty miles apart,

descent—names like Dobryzn and Pelz were in

for because there is a shortage of priests in the
diocese.
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the majority. Nearly all the students were shy

held out of doors. Large rocks, or sometimes a

and silent, but they became more friendly and
talkative as they began to gain confidence in
their new teachers. The greater number spoke
Polish well and most could say their prayers
faster in that language than they could in English. Sometimes when one of them could not
answer as fast as he wished in English he would

Mass at 8:30 began the schedule; classes commenced at 9:00. During the recreation period
(from 10:00 to 10:30) baseball was the favorite
sport of boys and girls alike. The girls were

break into Polish. (The adults of the parish
often sing Polish religious songs in the chapel
yard on Sunday mornings while they await the
arrival of Father Murray from his mass at
Harriman). The youngsters tried to teach me a
little of that languauge, but I proved a poor
student. All I learned was the Polish equivalent
of “hello,” and I’ve forgotten that already.
Those children were the most diligent, the
hardest-working students one could hope to
find anywhere. Attentive in class and interested
in their work, they made a model group. That
school would have been almost a heaven for
some teachers.

Religion and singing were to be taught in the
vacation school—the students could learn the
other subjects at their regular county schools—
and I couldn’t teach singing so that left religion.
The children were divided into three classes,

the First Communion class composed of the
youngest children, and two classes of the older
students. The First Communion class was to
study the principal points of Christian Doctrine

with emphasis on the life of Christ. The older
children were to study the seven sacraments of

lumber-pile, provided the seats. The teacher
had a low wooden stool.

really excellent

players;

they could

catch

nearly as well as the boys, and many took just
as vigorous a swing at the ball, as the boys.
Father Murray told us that the previous year
the girls had sometimes beaten the boys.
After recess came half an hour of singing
followed by another hour of class. School was
dismissed at noon. That may not sound like a
hard day, but one must remember the ages of
the children, that many of them had arisen at
4:00, milked six or seven cows, helped with the
other chores, and walked from four to six miles
to school. In the afternoon they had to walk
home again, and many spent the remainder of
the day helping their parents. It’s a real thirst
for knowledge and a lively faith that will lead
one to make such sacrifices for a religious
education.

That week at Deer Lodge was all too short.
The next Saturday, just when we were all becoming well acquainted with the students, Leo
Baldinger phoned that he would come back to
resume his work that Sunday. After saying
early mass at Harriman, Father Murray drove
to Cookeville where we met Leo. There Father

the Church. This meant that a rapid review of
the Catechism was necessary for me, and so

said mass in the home of one of the Catholic
families because there was no Catholic church

were a few pointers from the seminarians on

in the town. Once again the mass proved a
strikingly solemn sacrifice with the faithful
kneeling on the floor of that living room and
out into the hall—their number was swelled by
a group of girls from the fashionable Camp Bon
Air near Cookeville.

how to make the instructions vivid and impressive to the children. “Tell them stories,” the
seminarians advised, “and draw a picture in
their minds of what you want to teach them,

but above all, don’t use too big words. The
simpler the terms you use to express the
thought, the easier it will be for them to grasp.”

And that proved to be the case. It was rather
difficult to become accustomed to use only

short, simple words, but that was necessary. The
effort proved really worth while, however, and

it was a real treat to see how those children
appreciated the time spent with them.

Then, as sort of an anti-climax to it all, came
one of those great dinners that you so often
read about but seldom see—chicken and roast

beef, potatoes and corn, beets and peas, to-

matoes and okra, corn bread and biscuit, buttermilk, sweet-milk, coffee, ice cream and cake.

Then, back again to Nashville and home.

Classes, except for the youngest group, were
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Zero Hour
® By James Martin

communications trench ahead has been deShort Short Story.

D AWN was breaking over the green hell
of the Gran Chaco. Dawn, June 14, 1935.
There had been a lull that night. The Paraguayan barrage had died down to an occasional
rocket illuminating the war-torn village of Las
Conchitas; as its flickering light threw the demolished houses into a weird relief, a machinegun would chatter out its staccato message of
death, questing every suspicious shadow. Now
and then a 75 boomed in the distance and an
H.E. shell was sent on its eerie flight.
Jaun Gabaldon lay prone in a shallow, muddy
trench and inhaled luxuriously on his brown
cigarillo. He had just been relieved from sentry
duty, and his eyes burned from the strain of
watching the tangled undergrowth for movements of the enemy, but he was happy. For did
not his leave begin at noon today? Two whole
weeks! After a year at the front in this accursed
jungle, what a treat the bright lights of La Paz
would be. And Mercedes—to see her again!
He remembered how she had wept and clung
to him during that last farewell before his regiment left for the frontier. Soon, if there were
any truth to the rumors of a truce, the war
would be over and they would call on the
padre—.
His musings were interrupted by the coming
of an orderly.

“El Capitan is wanted in the Colonel’s dugout.”
And he crossed the threshold of the cellar
serving as the temporary headquarters of the
Bolivian High Command, Juan noticed the wor-

ried look on the face

of Colonel Enrique

stroyed by a shell. The field phones here have
gone dead. We are cut of from headquarters at
Villamontes, and I was expecting an important
message this morning. The damage must be
repaired at once.”
He paused, glanced keenly at his junior and
continued:
“Now, as you know, Captain, the morale of
the outfit has been poor since the fall of Fort

Carlos. The men would be inspired if—, well,
you are second in command, here,” finished
Esperanda significantly.
Juan rose. “TI understand, sir,’? he murmured.
“When doI start?”
“Immediately,” answered the colonel.
He
gripped Juan’s hand and muttered, “Vaya con
Dios!”
At ten o’clock, with a coil of wire slung over

his shoulder and with steel pliers in his tunic
pocket, Juan slipped over the parapet, and
flat on his belly, began tortuously worming
through the swamp toward the shell hole, fifty
yards away from the Paraguayan lines. He
rose to his knees, crouched, and darted forward
ten feet. He had hardly settled down when
there was an ominous twang and Juan was
nearly blinded by a shower of dust. The sniper’s
bullet ricocheted off.
Juan cleared the dust from his eyes, and
cautiously hugging the ground, detoured around
a barbed-wire entanglement. The crater was
just ahead on a bare knoll devoid of a single
weed for cover. Deciding to risk all in a dash,
he plunged forward, and hurtled headlong toward the hole. Again came the zingg-g and his
right shoulder was suddenly numb. Rolling over
and over with the sniper’s missiles kicking up

dust all about him, Juan toppled into the

Esperanda. As he entered, the latter returned
his salute and waved him to a seat upon an

crater.

upturned ammunition box.

Water was seeping into the bottom. Spitting
out a mouthful of mud, Juan dazedly rose to

“Captain,” began Esperanda, “the scouting

a sitting position. He felt a warm trickle down

patrol has just reported that a section of the

his arm. The roll of wire had fallen and he
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Oh, yes, the wire, he
gazed at it blankly.
thought. Gotta splice it—he saw one end nearest
the trench protruding from the side of the hole,

pulled out the pliers, and fastened it securely
to the end of the piece he had carried.

Juan collapsed limply. A shaft of light, from
the sun, riding directly overhead, lighted up his
face. The bloody lips twisted into a smile,
whispered softly:
“Mercedes, querida mia.” He was still.

The other end wasn’t in sight. Digging furiously into the soil, Juan finally uncovered the
wire, made the connection, and straightened

up to lean pantingly against the side of the
crater. For a moment, his head was visible
above the rim, and the sniper fired again.

Back in the Bolivian trench, the fieldphones
suddenly came to life. The operator shouted

and Colonel Esperanda snatched the scrawled
message:
“Cease firing. Armistice signed at Buenos
Aires. 12 noon, zero hour.”

Down in Dixie
@ By Roy A. Goss
The writer gives us a picture of the
deplorable conditions of the share-cropper in the South. For the sake of a
sharper contrast he tells only the more
pleasant side of pre-war slavery.

vvnn—ine old Southern moon, riding
high and bright in a clear star-lit sky,
seems to smile as he looks upon the beautiful
white mansions of the Southern plantation ownS

ers. Then he seems to laugh with glee, as his
eye falls upon the beautiful fields of cotton,
resplendent in the moonlight. Hark! what noise
is that which greets his ear? Music! Yes, it is
music, coming from the banjoes of the Negro
slaves, as they dance and make merry after

their day’s work is done. No sign of care here,

no sign of hunger or poverty written upon the
faces of these slaves. They know where their
next meal is coming from; they know that their
cabins are newly painted, the roof is repaired
against the rain, and their door is secure against
the cool blasts of autumn not far hence.
Sickness is not a thing to fear, for their mas-

their hands and feet, their faces shining and
their eyes aglow with rhythm, while the young

men and girls make love and dance. The old
grandfathers and fathers tell stories of the

kindness or brutality of their former owners,
as they smoke their pipes or strum on the banjo.
For many years the moon looked upon such
scenes of happiness and carefree ways, he too,
being happy as he saw the earth-creatures
below happy. But the scene changes. The war
to end slavery, a war of bitterness and hatred,
a war of destruction and defeat. Gone are the

pickaninnies that played around the doors of

well-kept cabins; gone are the Negro mammies
that kept time to gay music, and the young men
that danced and made love.
The old moon is still riding in the sky. Ah,
yes! What bitter tales he could tell of the
changes that have taken place since those carefree days of long ago. The light of the moon
seems to have dimmed, his smile seems to be
gone. No music, no gay scenes; instead, scenes

of hardship and hunger. In place of well-kept

the best of medical care for them. Many times

the master sat up nights nursing a favorite
slave back to health, for they are his property.

cabins, we see mere hovels, with roofs which
act more like sieves than shelter, and doors that
hang by one hinge. This is the home of the present day slave of the South, the share-cropper.

As Mr. Moon surveys this scene of the Old
South, he seems to stop in his travels that he
too might join in the fun. The gay pickaninnies

We say slavery no longer exists, that all men
are equal; yet if we madea trip through parts
of the South very ugly conditions would greet

ter is a man who values his slaves, and promises

frolicking,
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the

mammies

keeping time

with

us. Here we find modern slavery under the

conditions of the share-cropper. We visit a home

and lack of proper medical care.

cropper plan. He has gone to town to get his
pay, for it is pay day. We enter the house, and
find a mother with a young babe in her arms,
lying sick, with nothing but the hard, cold floor

We were told by another farmer that a sharecropper is expected to buy the seed for his

of one of the tenant farmers under the share-

for a bed. We see a boy stumbling around,
hardly able to stand up, his stomach swollen,
his legs thin as those of a dog. He is a victim
of that dreadful disease which comes with
starvation—Pellegra. Back in the other room of

the house, for the house contains only two

rooms, we see a girl about sixteen years of age,
wearing no shoes or stockings. The only piece
of wearing apparel she has on is a dress, fashioned from a sack, into which she has cut holes
for her head and arms.
We are about to leave the house, when the
father enters dejectedly. Again no money for
his work—only some corn meal and pork, the
pay for a week of hard work. He looks at us in

despair, as he thinks of his wife and children
in need of clothing and medical care, and again
he is unable to have it due to lack of money.
We ask this man why such conditions exist,
when the government has set aside funds to

help the share-croppers. His answer is, that he,
like others of the poor tenant farmers, is unable
to read, and that the plantation owners have
had them sign papers, turning their government
allowances over to them, for safe-keeping, and
that is the last they see of the checks, except

for seven dollars a month which the plantation
owners give them in food. The man further

says that the government allowance was for
seven dollars per week, but they get only what
the plantation owners will give them, thus the
owners receive a profit of from twenty-one to
thirty dollars per month from each sgshare-

cropper.
When asked why they do not go to those in
authority in order to have conditions adjusted,
the man answers that those who hold state and
county offices own plantations themselves, and
thus do nothing about the situation. This man
said that he had not had money for over six
months, and there was no knowing when he
would get any. He told of a man who had
worked twenty years for an owner, only to be
turned out from his miserable hovel, his furniture burned and his life threatened because he
was unable to work, due to undernourishment

crops, furnish his own labor and implements,
as well as pay rent for the ground. Part of his
crop must be given to the man for whom he
works. At times the crop is poor and the tenant
farmer is in debt to the owner, so that even
when a crop is good, money is scarce, for he
must turn his entire crop over to the owner to
pay his debts. Labor is paid at the rate of
twenty-five to thirty cents per day in food
under the share-cropper system, so that con-

ditions cannot readily be bettered.

One young man, eager to get ahead, and have
his children get an education, appealed to the
county relief agency for a pair of shoes to
enable his boy to attend school. He was reminded that the government was supposed to
be helping the share-cropper, but that an investigation would be made. At that time, no
investigation had been made, although two
months had passed. The boy was still without
shoes and unable to go to school. Schools are
being operated for adults who seldom take

advantage of them, while the children must
go hungry, unclothed and uneducated, due to
improper supervision by the government.

Yes, we say that slavery is a thing of the
past. But is it? Are these American ideals of
living, and is this freedom? The social system
that permits such a condition to exist is not
necessarily a failure, but those in supervisory
capacities are using the system for their own
profit, thus causing suffering and misery. It

must stop. We are our brothers’ keepers. We

must help. We can help. A campaign to eliminate such conditions is now under way, backed
by the Christian peoples of our country. By
radio, moving pictures, lectures and circulating

petitions we are being informed of the dire
distress of these present-day slaves. We can
help with our moral support, our financial support, and by signing these petitions which will
be sent to the Senate Investigating Committee,
who in turn will find out why such conditions
exist. We must act now. We can win this war
against slavery. We can each become a modern
Lincoln if we act now, freeing our fellowmen
with ballots rather than bullets.
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Our American Freedom?
@ By Dan Hobbs

The editor discusses with ‘the readers of
the Exponent the problem of advertising
in the United States today. For your information, Dan is an arts student and
not a student in the school of business.

afore-mentioned experts have plastered billboards, newspapers, and especially magazines
with such delicate warnings as the following:
Can you relax? Have you provided for the
future of your children? Be sure with Metropolitan Life Insurance. Or again, accompanied

by the picture of a lovely model

dd A MERICA—the land of the free -and

the home of the brave.’”’ Many are the

times this phrase has sounded from the throats
y countless are
of groups of American citizenr;
the bands which have more or less musically
presented it to the ears of reverently bared

heads. It is a phrase which characterizes hardfought-for liberty and valorous deeds—one in
which people of the United States rightfully
take pride. But how ironical it is when applied
to the every day life of Mr. John Q. Public;

how paradoxical it is when one considers just
how free and just how brave the average
American citizen is his daily existence!

Disregarding the political phase of American
freedom, about which much has been and can
be said pro and con, you and I are not so unfettered as we would believe ourselves to be.
We criticize foreign governments for regimentation of thought through ceaseless propaganda
and we pity the unfortunate objects of the

same. And all the while, literally “every man
and his brother” right here in the democratic
United States is subjected to an almost equally
rigid control of mental process, far more subtle
of course, through the medium of the present

highly-developed system of advertising.

Probably after a very intense study of the
normal function of the ordinary mind, advertising experts have devised an exceptionally effective method of approaching the reading public
—a method based to a great extent on what

might be called mob psychology. The use of this

factor for the exploitation of the average man’s

pocketbook is really pitiful. If the entire picture

were not so tragic in its underlying significance,
our present situation could be easily regarded

as highly humorous, since it is generally high

comedy to see someone be made afool of.
Concentrating on the most prevalent faults
and fears of the general run of humanity, the
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(mouth

closed), are the meaningful words, “Fascinating
lady (until she smiles)” with the further implication, not so delicate, that the reader can
avoid dingy teeth with Ipana toothpaste. The
Colgate toothpaste company is still more force-

ful with this label on a mysteriously shunned
beauty: “Born to be a belle, but .. .”; and a
hint to the male which might read: “Branded

—by one fault society never forgives,” followed
by the useful information that most halitosis
comes from teeth not cleaned with a certain
type of paste—guess which. And Wrigley’s

Gum caps it off with the simple advice: “Chew
your way to health!” Really, it’s all so simple,
and the money continues to roll in—into the

coffers of the advertisers.
Matt McGrunt, appearing for Union Leader
smoking tobacco, tells the world at large “How
I threw the world’s strongest pipe,’ with
dynamically illustrative accompaniment. Chux

paper diapers bring the good news of “‘No more
diaper washing,” appealing primarily to any
lazy instincts the modern housewife may possess. A bald: pate glaring, without any warning,
from the middle of the magazine page is

heavily lettered: ‘Don’t let this happen to you!
—use Krem] dandruff remover.” The next spot
is sponsored by Ovaltine, with a haggard,
weary-eyed insomniac moaning, “Why can’t
I get sleep?” The necessarily spontaneous answer is, because the poor fellow doesn’t use

that popular food-drink.
Obviously, all of the above producers rely
upon the individual’s application of each situation to his personal self, and this reliance is
certainly not without results; else where would

the said manufacturer obtain the necessary
finances for continued blurbs along the same

line? But, really, the height of the absurd is
reached when a producer of an already wellknown table salt depicts a saddened housewife
as having lost all status in society because the

salt cellars become clogged at her luncheons;

and the moral is, “Use Iodized Salt!’’ Certainly
this places too great a tax on American gullibility; but again, maybe not!
Appeal to the emotions is paramount with
these large-scale advertisers, and decidedly
not lacking is the theme of romance; as expressed, for example in this bit of doggerel:

“Darling, will you please be mine?
I guarantee to treat you fine!
For instance, Love, if
Heartburn comes..
I'll offer you my Roll of Tums!”

“Under the spreading chesnut tree
The village Doctor stands;

The Doc, a wrathful man is he,
With sore and blistered hands.
The muscles of his cranking arm
Are shot ...so are his plans;
His brow is wet with fruitless sweat—
He awaits his Battery Man.”
Much has been written about the shallowness, the deceit, sometimes the bold-faced prevarication of modern advertising, articles which
convincingly and with proof exposed the foisting of inferior and even dangerous products

upon a gullible populace through a consistent
and insistent appeal to the fears and uninformed
opinions of men in general; and to what avail?

Thus one of the more modern weapons of an

You and I still stand in abject terror of bald

probably gave the Prest-O-Lite battery com-

pates, insomnia, fallen arches, acid stomach,
pink tooth-brush, and dish-water-hands, and,
with dollar in hand, stand in line to purchase
the latest cure for eyebrow mange. It certainly
is a distinction to be a people noted for its high
standards of freedom and bravery. May we

pany the idea to pariphrase “The Village
Blacksmith” into the following:

always remain a solid unit in protest against
dictatorship!

unattached and unpromised bachelor or spinster is an ever-ready roll of Tums!

And the idea of the adaptability of verse

Potpourri
AUTO NUISANCES
Many harsh, in fact extremely harsh, words
are uttered by drivers all over the world because some ‘fool’ in the other car violates a

traffic rule. A new dictionary could be formed
from the words uttered by some drivers. Their

only rivals are the golfers. It really does arouse
one’s ire to have someone suddenly pull out of
a side street in front of you and then, poke
along, compelling you to slam on the brakes
and throw everyone in the car off the seats or

give them heart failure; or have someone come
down the street, using only half the road, but,
it happens to be the middle half. As one man
remarked, he always lets the ladies have half

the road—after he finds out which half they
want. Of course, this is an injustice to women

for men commit foolish mistakes.
Just to gain an estimate, a few freshmen

were asked what they considered their pet auto
hate. Road hogs are considered the worst, with

such renowned men as Messrs. Murphy, Kennedy, Wolf, Kaiser, Kantzler, and Haig and a
few others condemning this menace to society.
Personally I agree with them. You either have
to go in the ditch for a road hog or else hit him,
and both are extremely unpleasant, to put it
mildly. Other hates were trucks, slow pokes,
and “‘one-eyed”’ cars. Only one acclaimed ladies
to be the worst. His name will not be mentioned
for fear of the wrath of the co-eds.
In all seriousness, this is a very perplexing
problem. Each year 35,000 or more people meet

their Judge by accidents. The sad part lies in
the fact that next to drunkards most of these
accidents are caused by young men between
sixteen and twenty-two years of age, who are
admittedly the best drivers, but “showing off”
is their main and fatal fault. I realize these
impulses to speed and try some crazy stunts
are strong, but safety first must be everyone’s

slogan if these killings are to be stopped.
—HERBERT BECKERT.
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WHAT FOOLS THESE
MORTALS BE
In every business house established for the
purpose of serving food and refreshment for
the populace one meets situations ranging from
the sublime to the ridiculous. To me nothing is
more amusing than to see a lady try to capture
successfully and hold for her very own one
of these modernistic bar stools so prevalent in
our most up-to-date chop houses. If she can
force herself through the line of seats and
maneuver into a position she is very fortunate

as our present day architects have the very
nasty habit of placing twenty-seven seats in a
place which will accomodate only seventeen.
If our little friend does negotiate the movement

she discovers to her utter dismay that holding
the seat for her very own is much worse than
trying to learn to ride a two-wheel bicycle. Her
first impression is that the seat is lopsided,
but she soon finds out that she is centered properly. A great deal of teetering from starboard
to port occurs, and as a last resort she rests

her elbows on the counter as a stay. She is
never secure, and exists in her mortal terror
of falling with a terrific crash to the floor. No
matter how many tables may be open, some
people always insist upon occupying these seats
and providing the other guests with many a

thrill.
Another amusing character, sometimes present, is the fat man. He is usually a ruddy-faced

fellow of enormous proportion who stuffs himself much the same as one prepares the Thanksgiving turkey. He orders everything on the
menu and several servings of each. He is usually
seated at a table in the center of the room set
to accommodate four. The service for the other
three is removed and he is ready. Soon, emerging from the kitchen, streams an entourage of

waiters. At first the other patrons think it is a

parade that has lost its way, and come wandering through the house, or maybe it’s a waiters’
strike. The latter idea is soon discounted because they observe that each man is loaded with
trays of steaming food. The mess is arranged
about the table in the most appetizing way.
Then the fat person is provided with his napkin
which the rest of us believe was formerly a tent
now whitewashed for the occasion. ‘‘Fatty”’ sits
there for a moment, his eyes eagerly surveying
each morsel. He reminds one of a large cat just
about to devour a mouse. He rubs his hands

together, that is, if he can reach across his
stomach, and with one last big breath begins
with an apparent vengeance. Dish after dish
falls before the onslaught. As he finishes one
plate he piles it high on the others stacked in
the middle of the table. Occasionally he changes
seats to select his food more advantageously.
When the orgy is over, he orders several cigars
and spends the rest of the evening making the
place uninviting by filling the room with smoke.

Most interesting of the diners is the loveydovey pair. They always select a table ina dark
corner of the room. There they sit with a beaming expression on their faces and gaze into each
others eyes while holding hands across the
table. The hand-holding feat is accomplished

only by twining their legs securely around the

table legs and balancing themselves on the
very edge of the chair. Sometimes a crash is
heard, meaning that one or the other of them
has overbalanced the chair which usually results in disaster or still worse they are sus-

pended in the air for several seconds until a

sympathetic waiter retrieves the missing chair.

For some real after dinner sport observe

carefully the foolish mortals about you but
don’t sit near a mirror.

—CARL BURKHARDT.

Book Reviews
WHITE BANNERS
By Lloyd C. Douglas
The novel, “White Banners,” is not only ex-

ceptionally interesting from a fictional standpoint but it has a definite value with regard to
the ever-present problems of life.
From a technical point of view I thought this

book to be quite above the average. The plot,
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though at times rather complicated, is well
capable of holding interest. Transitions are
quite easily accomplished and consequently
leave no severe strain upon the imagination.

There are several prominent instances of unrecorded existence of characters. At times the
tempo seems to drag; I believe the reason for
this to be that the author is, above all, anxious
to stress his moral point of view, to make abso-
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lutely certain that the lesson which he wishes to

content to accept a crushing defeat with the

impart is clear.

idea that it will but make him the stronger.
Such an individual gains an inestimable moral
strength and power, a new confidence in himself when he realizes that he has accepted the
most bitter blow and been able to withstand it
and carry on.

Hannah Parmalee dominates the story from
beginning to end. It is her peculiar but extremely effective philosophy of life, her theory of behavior, which forms the nucleus of the plot.
Under her guiding hand the destiny of the
Ward family rests and she leads the family
through some twenty-five years, during which
they pass from poverty to wealth and encounter
the difficulties current in each state.
The manner in which Hannah solves the
problems of every-day life seems rather queer
and baffling; her theory appears imaginative,
even untenable and wholly impractical in the
modern age. Basically her idea is that force,
violence or unjust advantage is never the correct means to obtain an end. The real and ulti-

mate victor in any of life’s battles is the individual who possesses the moral strength to

Such an action of submission is anything but
cowardice, as is well illustrated in the case of

Paul Ward. On the contrary it is a product of a
courage far greater than that of the outwardly
courageous but morally weak individual who
does not possess the moral courage to accept
defeat.
A theory such as this does, of course, seem

rather odd to the competitive spirit which signifies our modern era. It may, however, be exactly

what we need to bring a stabilization and security to an age of unrest. To my mind it is well
worth some consideration and thought.

—PAUL WICK.

sacrifice all for what is right and just, who is

DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK
By Walter D. Edmonds
Drums beat along the Mohawk all too seldom
during the days of the Revolutionary War. Too
often a bickering Continental Congress refused
to send government troops to protect the

be transformed by a capable director into a
first-class ‘thriller,’ for not a letup mars the
action. Hardly one of the six hundred pages
will permit the reader’s attention to sag—
“Drums Along the Mohawk” is a novel you’ll
hate to put down before you’ve finished it.
In this book you’ll find much of the humor-

Mohawk valley settlers from marauding, scalp-

ous, much of the pathetic, and not a little of the

ing bands composed of their former Tory neighbors and of British-hired Indians who ravaged

gruesome. You’ll enjoy reading the Reverend
Mr. Rosencrant’s prayer for “‘Petey Paris who
got the flux real bad on Saturday. His uncle

and pillaged the valley.
A hard life it was that those settlers lived.
True hero and heroine, Gil and Lana Martin
showed what staunch stuff America’s pioneers
were made of, but though years of repeated
Tory and Indian raids, massacres and food
shortages failed to “lick” them, a feeling of
futility creeps over their lives as one reads on,
for even though in the end Gil and Lana overcame their troubles, they spent their best years
in doing so. They had regained their land and
rebuilt their home, but they could never regain

Isaac Paris sent the news up to us and asks our
prayers and says that he has got in a new supply

of calicos, French reds, broadclothes, Russias,
fancy hank’chers, some new hats and heavy
boots, scythes and grindstones.”
As you read on you will enjoy lovely touches

of description, and you will appreciate little

cruelly and wastefully spent in self-defense

passages like “the sunset made the windows
blind burning eyes in the stone face” and ‘“‘her
lips left a heart-shaped print of freshness on
his cheek.”’ And perhaps you, too, will be surprised at bits of what I had always considered
modern slang—‘“twerp” and “‘lousy.”’

when the “hemstitched politics’ of the Continental Congress withheld them aid. Thank

clined to be squeamish or prudish, perhaps

those lost years that seem to have been so

But just a word of warning—if you are in-

God we do not live in such troublesome times.

you’d better not read this novel. It’s a pity that

But, be that as it may, ‘““Drums Along the

this excellent work of Mr. Edmond’s should be

Mohawk” proved a grand novel and it fully

marred by a propensity toward bad taste (some-

deserves the best-selling honors. Full of action

times even vulgarity)

and possessing sufficient plot, this novel would

they are often far from edifying.
—WALTER STEFFEN.

be excellent movie material and could easily
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Office:
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Refrigerators

1101 Brown Street (Cor. Frank St.)
Alberta Street at Penn. Railroad
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Commercial

DAYTON, OHIO

Refrigeration

HEmlock 2741

Equipment

Night Phone: FUlton 9423

WEILER WELDING COMPANY

Air Conditioning

METAL FABRICATORS of
Dies, Jigs, Fixtures, Gages, Special Machinery
and Equipment

Water Coolers
Ice Cream Cabinets

GENERAL WELDING — PORTABLE OUTFITS
318 E. SECOND ST.

DAYTON, OHIO
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The Drink of Good Fellowship .. .
Good Health .. Good Cheer...
DRAUGHT — BOTTLED

o§

lt

Hollenkamp’s

We give you the same MEL LOW.f

9

RICH, SMOOTH, FULL-BODIED, PURE
S

Saperba

AND

Dark Cream Ale

Boral ty wien mattein, propect

and fully aged, giving OLT’S SUPERBA

BEER an even better tang and zest.
THE FAVORITE BEER OF DAYTON

B eC er

Beer

BARLEY MALT-HOPPED BEER that
found favor with the experts in the days
gone by.

Made in Dayton

Healthful
Nourishing
Refreshing

OLT BROS. BREWING C QO.
20-22 N. McGee St.

Dayton, Ohio
ca

SODAS
In All Assorted Flavors

HOLLENKAMP
PRODUCTS CO.
FUlton 3422

The

Henry Burkhardt Packing Co.
PORK AND BEEF PACKERS
AND SAUSAGE MFGRS.
Packing House and Office

235 S. Irwin Street

DAYTON, OHIO

op

Government Inspection Est. No. 520
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Metals, Rubber and Iron

DYERS

WIPING RAGS

1231 BROWN STREET
FU 1581

New and Used Pipe
Structural Steel
Motors
953 WASHINGTON ST.
+.
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}

%
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John B. Roderer’s
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Blue and White

MILITARY

Malone Camera Shop

BALL

Movie Equipment
Cameras and Supplies
830 NORTH MAIN STREET
FUlton 5841

The Reynolds &
Reynolds Co.

Sponsored By

General Office

PERSHING RIFLES
Biltmore Hotel Friday, April 23, 1937
9:30 to 1:30

$1.50 per Couple

DAYTON, OHIO
Color and Commercial
Lithographers
Envelope Manufacturers
World’s Largest Manufacturers of

Standard Accounting Systems

[Tax Included]

Compliments of

SCHRADER’S HEIDELBERG CAFE
GOOD FOODS

GOOD DRINKS

Brown and Woodland
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Rag & Paper Co.
IRON—RAGS

THE DAYTON STEEL FOUNDRY CO.

PAPER—METAL
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DAYTON
Steel Wheels — Brake Drums
DAYTON, OHIO
e.
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Steel Stamps—Rubber Stamps
Seals—Badges—Engravings
Stencils
113 E. SECOND ST.
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Dayton, O.
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John T. Barlow Co.
WHOLESALE

DRY GOODS
AND NOTIONS

Third and Sears Streets

For reporting safe arrival, or

DAYTON, OHIO

telling the news, there's nothing like the long distance telephone. It saves worry and
brings pleasure. It's quick,

sure and inexpensive. Recent
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